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Patriot ships its faster-charging FUEL iON family, its reinvention of mobile wireless charging.

  

  

Everyone likes wireless charging (eliminates cords and makes charging as easy as setting your
phone down) but the lack of charging speed has been a real down-side.

  

Now FUEL iON tackles that problem. Patriot says FUEL iON delivers speeds as fast as corded
charging, and definitely more speed than induction charging. Because it isn’t using induction
charging…

  

FUEL iON uses the power of magnets to charge mobile devices. “Induction charging was a
great step, but it failed to deliver when it came to charging speed,” says Mike Chang, Product
Manager at Patriot.

  

FUEL iON is a full power solution that includes a protective phone case and charging base.
FUEL iON features a magnetic power transfer pad that uses neodymium magnet technology
to automatically secure the phone when it contacts the charging base.
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Once the FUEL iON case is securely docked, the user can view the phone in vertical or
horizontal orientation. The FUEL iON iPhone case kit features a slide in protective cover with a
unique hold- in-place slider that offers easy access to buttons and ports.

  

FUEL iON offers multiple charging bases, phone cases, and car chargers to suit different user’s
different lifestyles.

  

  

Patriot is famous for its memory modules and flash memory and extends its experience in
winning a place in retail in consumer IT to the growing mobile accessory industry with its FUEL
range. (FUEL iON being the latest from its research department).

  

MORE PRODUCT INFO:

  

FUEL iON Case for Samsung S4 Galaxy with Charging Base (photo right)

  

The FUEL iON Samsung case kit features a protective flip cover to protect the screen from
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scratches while leaving buttons and ports accessible.

  

FUEL iON Car Charger (photo below)

  

  

Designed to provide a flagship hands-free experience in the car, the FUEL iON Charging Car
Charger  provides simple
installation on any car windshield or smooth dash surface.

  

Once installed, the FUEL iON Car Charger allows for simple one handed connection to secure
and charge an iPhone 5/5S or Samsung Galaxy S4 using the FUEL iON case.

  

Go Patriot FUEL iON mobile range
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http://www.patriotmemory.com/product/indexp.jsp?source=6

